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Hello Everyone, and welcome to the First Corruption Guide for My
New Neighbors! This is also my first time doing anything like this, so
please be kind! Having seen a lot of people asking about how to go
about raising the Corruption levels of the various Ladies in the
games, and having played through the game several times, I took it
upon myself, with the approval of Rmaximus, to bring to you all this
handy-dandy Corruption Guide! This Dialogue may be replaced in
the future as new Updates are released, as will any information
about any of the Ladies and their Corruption Levels, plus any New
Ladies added in! For now, let’s move on!
 

So you have downloaded the game and the incest patch, and
whileI’m sure a lot of people have had this type of download before
and know what to do, some of you may not, so here are some simple
instructions:

First you UnRar “My New Neighbors”, then the Incest patch, and
move the “patch” into the “game” folder inside of ‘My New
Neighbors”. It’s as simple as that! Doing this, when you start up and
give the MC his name and He goes about explaining things, he will
refer to the others living with him as his Sisters and Mother, then
moves straight into the story!



 

Don’t worry, this isn’t a gaming guide! Though I will give some hints
on things that could potentially quicken the pace of corruption, if you
so choose, it is up to You, the Reader, to do so or not! I’m just letting
you know the Levels, and where to go, when, and what worked best
for Me, along with a couple thoughts I had afterwards!
 

Ok, when you get through the story-mode and about to get started,
you got a LOT of information! Let me break it down for you!

MC is now a Demon, HOORAY! His Ability is Corruption through
Affection or Submission, depending on the character you are dealing
with!
There is talk of Harem Route VS NTR Route, but in this version, only
Harem Route is Available! Personally Speaking, I am okay with this!
Like Hyoudo Issei from DxD, I aim to be the Harem King when I play
these kind of games, so my choice is obvious! To each their own!
StillnNo NTR in this version though!

The MC is given milk to give to the different Ladies in his household!
This is not something you have to look into an inventory for! When
the time comes to give it, it will be given! That is part of each
“Corruption Event”!
 

Now to talk about Corruption Levels, Ladies, and Locations! You will
have noticed the phone that shows up on the left side of the screen,
and when you click on it, it shows 10 Ladies:

Mary, Zoe, Grace, Lucy, Katarina (Kat), Abby, Maria, Lillith, Allison
(Ally), Camilla (Cammy)

First off, until you get Zoe to 5 Affection, don’t worry about Abby.
Abby requires the Shop, and that I will go into later.
So, that leaves 9 to work with.

Next, You can’t unlock Maria until you get Kat to Corruption LVL 3



This leave you with 8 to work with.

Lillith and her Daughters are unlockable until you get max Corruption
with Mary and Sleep.
This leaves you with 5 to work with.

No matter who you look at of those 5, the message is clear: Lucy is
your first target. First though, here is the Ladies and Corruption
Numbers with Needed Affection/Submission

C - Corruption / A - Affection / S - Submission
Lucy: C) 1 - A)5 / C)2 - A)10 / C)3 - A)15 / C)4 - A)20

Zoe: C)1 - A)5 / C)2 - A) 15 / C)3 - A)25 / C)4 - A)35

Grace: C)1 - A)5 / C)2 - A) 15 / C)3 - A)25 / C)4 - A)35
Mary: C)1 - A)5 / C)2 - A) 15 / C)3 - A)25 / C)4 - A)35

Katarina: C)1 - S)5 / C)2 - S)15 / C)3 - S)25 / C)4 - S)35

Abby: A)5
Maria A)5 S)5

Lillith C)!!! A)5

Allison C)!!! A)5
Camilla C)!!! A5
 

That’s right folks! Lucy has the easiest Corruption rate at 5 A per
LVL, possibly because as explained early on, she is closest to the
MC, and as for Abby and Maria, Abby is still at 5 Affection as per the
last update, nothing new here, but in this update, Maria is idaughter,
as is the possibility of choosing which route to go down…mind you,
you can choose both as there is no Corruption event….yet. Mary and
Katarina both got bumped up to Corruption 4 in this update! As for
the Morningstar Ladies, they are starting at Corruption !!! with the
MC, and you need to build their Affecion levels, with a minor



exception, which I will explain later. You can only get them to 5
Affection in this Update though.

There are 4 unloackable locations, but only 3 stay unlocked: Shop
(See Zoe Corruption 1 Event), Gym (See Grace Corruption 2 Event),
Morningstar Home, and the not fully unlocked Abby’s Apartment
(See Abby).
 

Not for what you probably actually came for:
 

Corruption Leveling

First off, your days are split into 7 parts! Early Morning, Late
Morning, Midday, Early Afternoon, Late Afternoon, Early Evening,
Late Evening. You can get one point per part, EXCEPT Late
Evening (Until you meet certain requirements)

Next! Start with Lucy, She is actually very quick to build up within the
first 2 days! In fact, if you follow this right here, it is possible to get
Lucy, Kat, and Mary to C)1 within the first 4 days! The reason why
I suggest this is also because you can only raise Mary’s Affection
to 5 during the Morning to Midday parts, not after!

Quick Corruption LVL 1 for Lucy, Mary and Kat in first 4 days:

Day 1: Early Morning: Kitchen - Talk to Lucy +1 A, Late Morning:
Lucy’s Room - Talk to Lucy +1 A, Midday: Kitchen - Talk to Lucy
+1 A, Early Afternoon: MC’s Room - Talk to Kat +1 S, Late
Afternoon: Pool - Talk to Kat +1 S, Early Evening: Lucy’s Room -
Talk to Lucy +1 A, Late Evening: MC Room - Sleep

Day 1 you end with 4 A for Lucy, and 2 S for Kat.
Day 2: Early Morning: Kitchen - Talk to Lucy +1 A, Late Morning:

MC’s Room there is a trigger for event that leads to lvl 1
Corruption for Lucy and Make-Out scene! Afterthis scene, you can
go out, and it is still Late Morning! As you have had Lucy drink the
Milk, you can now move on to any of the Ladies you feel like,or,



you can continue following this and get Mary and Kat. within the
first 4 days….Late Morning: Pool - Talk to Mary +1 A, Midday:
Kitchen - Talk to Mary +1 A, Early Afternoon: MC’s Room - Talk to
Kat +1 S, Late Afternoon: Pool - Talk to Kat +1 S, Early Evening:
Living Room - Watch Movie with Zoe +1 A, Late Evening: MC’s
Room - Sleep

Day 2 ends: Lucy C-1, Mary A-2, Kat S-4 and Zoe is A-1
Day 3: Early Morning: Kitchen - Talk to Mary - +1 A, Late Morning:

Pool - Talk to Mary +1 A, Midday: Kitchen - Talk to Mary +1 A (now
you have 5!), Early Afternoon: Pool - Talk to Grace +1 A, Late
Afternoon: Pool - Talk to Kat (You now have 5!), Early Evening:
MC’s Room - Instatriggered Event, LVL 1 Corruption of Mary!
When finished, still in Early Evening: Living Room - Watch Movie
with Zoe +1 A, Late Evening: MC’s Room - Sleep

Day 3 end: Lucy C-1, Mary C-1, Kat S- 5, Zoe A-2, Grace A-1

Day 4: Early Morning: Kitchen - Talk to Zoe +1 A, Late Morning:
Zoe’s Room - Talk to Zoe +1 A, Midday: Living Room -
Instatriggered Corruption Event for Kat! When completed, it is still
Midday, so you can go back to the Kitchen, Talk to Zoe and be at 5
A, though you will have to wait until the following day to go further!

 

Now a quick Listing of their Levels, Affections points needed, where
you need to go, and when!

 

Lucy:

C-1: 5 A: MC’s Room Late Morning - Must trigger

C-2: 10 A: Go to Sleep
C-3: 15 A: Kitchen: Early Afternoon - Must trigger, once event

finishes there, go to Mary’s Room and enter Bathroom, take pills,
then go back to Kitchen, click on Hand Icon on fridge Door, than
go to Lucy’s Room at Late Evening, Event Instatriggers.



C-4: 20 A: Done in 2 parts: Part 1 - Right AFTER you get the 20th
point! go straight to MC’s Room Instatriggered event, leaves
open rest of time slot you are in to be used how you wish; Part 2
Late Evening MC Room go to Sleep, Finishes off Event!

 

Zoe:

C-1: 5 A: Late Morning: Zoe’s Room - Talk to Zoe - This starts a
chain Quest: Zoe want s a job, so she asks the MC to talk to Abby
at the Shop to get it, thus Opening up the “Shop” location. Go
once the conversation is done to have a nice heart-to-heart with
Abby, and to have Abby ask for Assistance with an issue, only
then will she consider letting your sister work there. You need to
go back in the Early Afternoon. It may still be Late Morning, which
means you still have the capacity to gain 2 points, or it couple be
Midday, so consider nabbing one, then head back to the shop.
Once you are done helping Abby, she let’s you know that Zoe can
start there, but you have to wait until the following day, Late
Morning: Zoe’s Room - Talk to Zoe, to tell her. Zoe will be working
the night shift, which is why there is the Late Evening! Whilthe
others are snug in bed (and if you haven’t raised them to 2 or
higher), you can visit Zoe each night and gain A Point for each
visit!

C-2: 15 A: Kitchen: Early Night Instatrigger
C-3: 25 A: This is a Siblings Event, eguiring Lucy to be at C-4, and

Grace, Zoe’s Twin, to be at 25 as well, happens in 2-parts: Part 1 -
Early Evening: MC’s Room - Trigger Event, let it play through: Part
2 - Late Morning: Grace’s Room - instatrigger Event brings BOTH
Twins to Corruption lvl 3!

C-4: 35 A: Sleep
 

Grace:

C-1: 5 A: Late Afternoon: Kitchen - Instatriggered



C-2: 15 A: Late Afternoon: Grace’s Room - Instatriggered Event,
opens “Gym”, then go to the Gym for another Instatriggered set of
Events

C-3: 25 A: This is a Siblings Event, eguiring Lucy to be at C-4, and
Zeo, Grace’s Twin, to be at 25 as well, happens in 2-parts: Part 1 -
Early Evening: MC’s Room - Trigger Event, let it play through: Part
2 - Late Morning: Grace’s Room - instatrigger Event brings BOTH
Twins to Corruption lvl 3!

C-4: 35 A: Sleep
 

Mary:
C-1: 5 A: MC’s Room: Early Evening - Trigger Event

C-2: 15 A: Sleep Instatriggered Event Note - Lucy must be at C-3

C-3: 25 A: Mary’s Room Late Night Insta-Triggered Note - Lucy,
Grace, & Zoe must all be Max Corruption

C-4: 35-A: Kitchen Early Morning Insta-Triggered
 

Katarina:
C-1: 5 S: Midday: Living Room - Instatriggered - Adds Kiss Kat

     10 S: Kitchen: Late Morning - Talk to Kat - Adds Play with Kat’s 
Ass

C-2: 15 S: Lucy’s Shower Early Afternoon Insta-Triggered
C-3: 25 S: NOTE - Max Corruption of Mary needed FIRST! Once

completed -

         Late Afternoon MC Bedroom Insta-triggered next day Maria will 
join

C-4: 35 S: Pool Midday
Once completed, there is a random chance the Kat will appear in the

MC’s room in the early morning if that is where you slept for the



night.
 

Abby: 5 A: First 3 gained at shop through talking there, must be
unlocked via Zoe Event, last two points gained by going to Abby’s
Apartment in the Afternoon. Apartment ony unlocked for this
event!

No Further Content in this version
 

Maria: 5 A/5 S

She is interesting as you can gain both Affection and/or Submission
points with her. She will first appear the morning after Kat’s C-3
Event, and much like Abby, only has a Max of 5 for each LVL, with
no Corruption event. No real guide needed as you can easily find
her and choose how you wish to egage with her.

No Further Content in this version
 

Morningstar Family:

All 3 of these ladies will appear when you complete Mary C-4 Event
and go to Sleep that night. Opens up the Morningstar Home,
where you will find Ally and Cammy. You may also notice the three
Exclamation Points instead of the Usual Numbers for Corruption!
That is because these stand for Infinity as the symbol could not be
readuly found at this point in time, so think of it as a place hold in
the likelihood the it is, after all: The Morningstars are Pure
Demons Straight from the Hell Dimension after all!

Lillith:

C-!!!: 5 A: Randomly Appears alongside Mary at the Pool Late
Morning Randomness makes her most difficult to get to 5

 

Allison:



C-!!!: 5 A: Ally starts with A 2, so is the easiest to get to A 5. Found in
her room

 

Camilla:

C-!!!: 5 A: Going to visit Cammy allows you to ask questions to find
out more about Demons while also building up Affection Points
with her!

 

No Further Content in this version
 

Things you can do with various levels of Corruption!
So, you are leveling them up, and you are probably wondering:

Wow! They have gotten thicker and all, but what else is there?!
Well, worry no more! Here I break that down, at least for the
household!

Showers:

You may have noticed that each of the ladies have their own
bathrooms that they can shower in, and you can simply watch
them for the most part, but as you corrupt them, so to does their
behavior change:

LVL 0:

They will scream at you to leave! It is possible to lose an affection
point at this lvl, I think, forgot, been a while since my first run
through…I wouldn’t suggest trying it if it is so, unless you want to
take longer, then, be my guest!

LVL1: They are upset, but aren’t as angry, still telling the MC to
leave, but you ca tell they are changing…

LVL 2: Welcome to the Shower Make-Out session! They’ll let you
wash their backs, and mayhaps a little extra…



LVL 3: Things are definitely getting hotter and wetter! They are
seriously going down on some Meatsicle…..

LVL 4: Taking it all the Way! You might need a shower, after this
shower! Just sayin’…..

 

Corruption LVL Abilities:

First off, with all LVLs is the standard that, as their looks change,
physical looks, the way they dress, so does their mindset conform
to acceptance around it. Secondly, they each seem to gain some
kind of special trait specifically unique to them: The MC is the
Corruptive Influence that allows the Inner Demon to Awaken, Lucy
has immense Strength, plus the ability to shift back to her original
form (not sure if all have this or not yet), Cammy has Magic at her
Disposal, Ally seems to be able to soothe those she comes in
contact with, and Zoe seems to be able to enhance and control
Sexual Energy and Desire. Below is a compiled listing of known
common abilities per Corruption level:

LVL !: Make-Out - not so much an ability, as it is easier for the MC to
convince someone to make out with him. It’s possible that the
longer one has been without, or the more repressed one is, the
more heightened this becomes, as seen when Mary goes through
LVL C.

LVL 2: Heightened Sexual Arousal - Can manifest in one of several
ways: Lucy and May both gave the MC a Blowjob, Zoe gave a
handjob, and Grace gave a Boobjob

LVL 3: Greater Sexual Arousal - Ithe MC and Lucy in a 69 position,
and Zoe and Grace give the MC a Twin-Delight! (Handjob AND
Blowjob from Both of them, a repeatable Event I might add!), and
Mary will have sex with the MC!

LVL 4: Transformation! Sexual Arousal is at it’s limit, and when they
hit their peak, they change! Thankfully, their Love for their Brother
and their Succubi Urges combined are enough for them to not get



angry about the whole situation! You also get Petite Lucy, and in
this Update, Demon Form sex! All the Ladies you have corrupted
fully will be available for sex in their altered forms, with Kat only
being available as a random chance if you slept in the MC’s room
instead of with any of the other Ladies!

 

LVL !!!: Any of the Above mentioned abilities is likely to be
achievable by the Morningstar Family Members, the only known
Demons to have Escaped the Angel’s complete and utter purging
of the Hell Dimension! While you won’t see Ally and Cammy again
in their Demon Forms in this update, who knows what the future
will bring!

 

I hope this Guide is helpful. Like I said, this was my first time writing
such a thing, and I have a lot of information to try to convey. Any
comments, insights, and/or advice on this would be greatly
appreciated. I will update as new versions come out! Thanks for
viewing!

 

Sincerely,

Scott on Patreon
PsybehrWolf on F95

Psy-Scott-Ic on Discord


